The title compound was purchased from Aldrich and the crystals were grown by aslow sublimation under reduced pressure to give crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction.
Discussion
We have been studying the effects that hydrogen bonding can have on the crystallization properties of various organic compounds [1, 2] . Hydrogen bonding can dictate the crystallization properties as well as solvation properties of the compound. Crystallization of the title compound was undertaken to see how carbamate's may differ in the crystalline form when grown under different solvent environments. We had hoped that generating a single crystal of this compound could occur from various solvent systems and comparison of the hydrogen bonding pattern might provide insight to the crystallization process. We were unsuccessful at generating asingle crystal from various solution systems. In an effort to understand this lack of success, we grew single crystals of the title compound by sublimation and report the structure herein. We were surprised to see that the structure of chloropropham was not previously reported considering the extensive use as aherbicide [3] and it's wide spread use in the potato tubers industry for years [4] .Even the recent use of it in the studies of combating HIV [5] has not seen it's crystal structure being reported in the literature or the CSD. There have been similar isopropyl-N-carbamate complexes and all of them show hydrogen bonding through the nitrogen and the oxygen atoms. In three case published by Calleri and coworkers [6, 7] one sees asimilar linear hydrogen bonding scheme. There are three bis substituted carbamates in which two forms acomplex linear array using all nitrogen and oxygen atoms [8] [9] [10] and the other shows only a dimeric interaction [11] . In this dimeric complex one carbamate moetiey does not have any hydrogen bonding. No reports have been reported for compounds crystallizing with hydrogen bonding donors. Chloropropham crystallized with three molecules in the assymmetric unit and interamolecular hydrogen bonding. The three molecules have similar bond distances and angles within each molecule. They show the expected delocalized bonding in the carbamate. These molecules have ah ydrogen bonding scheme, that involves the oxygen atoms and the nitrogen atoms that form alinear array. This formation of hydrogen bonding confirms our initial thoughts on the importance of hydrogen bonding in these types of systems. It is our hope that continued attempts at crystallization experiments using avariety of hydrogen bond donor/acceptor solvents may lead to formation of anew single crystal solvate or polymorph. 
